Technology Alliance Program

Create a ‘smarter bot’ & empower your digital
workforce. Adlib Software and Blue Prism
connected-RPA deliver high-octane content to your
digital strategy
Blue Prism’s Technology Alliance Program (TAP) partnership with Adlib Software adds data
extraction, enrichment and automation capabilities to the Blue Prism RPA platform enabling true
end-to-end process automation. This integration with Adlib ElevateTM adds the critical skills of
Visual Perception and Knowledge & Insight to Blue Prism’s Digital Workforce, increasing visibility
into unstructured content and extracting maximum intelligence for complete process automation.
Leveraging leading AI and ML technology, Adlib transforms unstructured document content into
high-quality, machine-consumable data for RPA enabling your Digital Workforce to:
 Accelerate customer response times through process automation
 Create data-driven business insights from ‘dark’ content
 Identify and protect high-risk content containing sensitive information (PII)
 Discover and manage risk within contracts and agreements

ADLIB SOFTWARE ANALYZES, CAPTURES, EXTRACTS, AND CLASSIFIES CONTENT ENABLING YOUR
DIGITAL WORKERS TO BETTER PLAN, COLLABORATE AND EXECUTE

The Adlib ElevateTM platform adds intuitive integration with Blue Prism RPA, leveraging native
workflow management capabilities to discover, analyze, cleanse and extract data from over 300 file
formats in more than 200 languages to constantly feed and optimize your digital workers.
 Adlib Cognitive RPA Create cognitive RPA by combining AI-driven data to your digital
worker to add more intelligence to information intensive processes. Transform data trapped
in complex documents to fuel your RPA and drive end-to-end automation






Adlib AI Hyper-charge Blue Prism RPA with proven machine learning algorithms or create
your own custom ML Models
Adlib Insights Surface and extract valuable data locked in emails, invoices, contracts, CAD
drawing and policies utilizing best-in-class OCR, AI and machine learning. Non-standard
terms, clauses and anomalies are identified and actioned based on organization rules and
policies. The extracted structured data is added back into the RPA workflow for further
downstream ingestion or analysis.

Adlib SmartShift Optimize data migration and consolidation projects. Cloud migration and
infrastructure consolidation initiatives are delivered faster and with higher quality.

Adlib Protect Safeguard your sensitive information and maintain PII security compliance by
revealing potential vulnerabilities—no matter where they are stored. Drive data
transparency across the organization improving data governance, audit reporting and
retention compliance.
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The combination of Adlib ElevateTM, an AI-powered data enrichment platform, and Blue Prism’s
connected-RPA enables organizations to achieve end-to-end process automation effortlessly Feed
your Digital Workforce high-quality digitized data delivering high-impact across the enterprise
value-chain.
ADLIB SOFTWARE AND BLUE PRISM CONNECTED-RPA: CREATING VALUE THROUGH
INTEROPERABILTY, AGILITY AND SCALE

As the leader in data enrichment and content automation, Adlib Software maximizes the value of
Blue Prism’s connected-RPA by transforming semi-structured and unstructured data in either
unattended or attended processes into high-quality, structured data. The result? A smarter, moreefficient Digital Workforce and more value to your organization.

As the pioneer of the most robust, secure, and highly scalable Digital Workforce, Blue Prism’s focus
is on delivering an agile workforce that follows rules-based business processes and interacts with
systems in the same way human users do – and that complements both traditional and leading edge
IT solutions such as business process management (BPM), OCR, AI, machine learning, and frontand back-office productivity tools.

Summary

The Blue Prism/Adlib integration gives enterprises a more powerful RPA experience by automating
content intensive processes that used to break due to a lack of data from documents. Organizations
can now quickly adapt to changing business, compliance and regulatory requirements with full
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access to the content flowing through their workflows. The creation of clean, high quality data from
various content sources seamlessly integrates into RPA-enabled processes allowing the digital
worker to automate and execute critical process steps across the entire workforce.
About Blue Prism

In this digital era, only the most agile, innovative enterprises survive and thrive. At Blue Prism, we pioneered
Robotic Process Automation (RPA), emerging as the trusted, secure intelligent automation choice for
the Fortune 500 and public-sector market. Now we bring you connected-RPA supported by the Digital
Exchange (DX) app store—marrying internal entrepreneurship with the power of crowdsourced innovation.
Blue Prism’s connected-RPA allows your people the freedom to focus on more creative, meaningful work.
Visit www.blueprism.com.

About Adlib

Adlib has been transforming the way enterprise organizations overcome unstructured content challenges for
over 15 years. Our data enrichment and content automation solutions allow over 5,500 global customers to
discover, access and leverage unstructured data for end-to-end process automation, compliance and
insights.
For more information, visit https://www.adlibsoftware.com
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